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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This note¹ prepared for the G20 Infrastructure Working Group summarizes the main finding of the IMF flagships regarding the role of environmentally sustainable investment for the recovery. It emphasizes that environmentally sustainable investment is an important enabler for a resilient and inclusive recovery—it creates jobs, spurs economic growth, addresses climate change, and improves the quality of life. It can also stimulate much needed private sector greener and resilient investment.

¹ The views expressed in this paper are those of IMF staff and do not necessarily represent the views of the IMF, its Executive Board, or IMF management.
Environmentally sustainable investment is an important enabler for a resilient and inclusive recovery—it creates jobs, spurs economic growth, addresses climate change, and improves the quality of life. It can also stimulate much needed private sector greener and resilient investment.

Environmentally sustainable public investment can mitigate the impact of climate change and foster resilient and long-term growth with quality infrastructure.

1. An environmentally sustainable infrastructure push would support the COVID-19 recovery and boost global GDP. According to the IMF World Economic Outlook October 2020 edition, a coordinated greener and resilient infrastructure push, supported by other mitigation policy measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, could boost annual average global GDP by 0.7 percent between now and 2035. Such a policy package is also necessary to achieve the Paris Agreement goals. However, it is important to acknowledge the principle of equity and common but differentiated responsibilities under the Paris Agreement—an environmentally sustainable public investment strategy and policy package should be tailored to country-specific circumstances, needs, and resource availability.

2. In the long term, environmentally sustainable investment and other mitigation policies would result in needed emission reduction and place the global economy on a stronger and more sustainable path. In the second half of the century, the benefits of greener and resilient infrastructure investment, combined with other mitigation policies, are expected to grow due to reduced climate damages. The economy would benefit from the avoided damages from climate change—such as lower productivity due to higher temperatures and more frequent natural disasters—leading to higher output relative to what it would have been without the policies. Based on recent estimates, the projected net output gains from limiting the global mean temperature increase to 2°C increase rapidly after 2050, reaching up to 13 percent of global GDP by 2100. However, even these estimates are likely to understate benefits from mitigating climate change as they imperfectly take account of—or do not incorporate—some of the damages related to temperature increases such as a higher frequency and severity of natural disasters, a rise in sea levels, and the risk of more catastrophic climate change.

Environmentally sustainable investment is defined as an investment that is aligned with long-term climate resilient and greener growth. This includes investing in, among other things, climate-smart and/or low-carbon options, greener and resilient infrastructure, natural disaster preparedness and response, and measures that have positive impacts on the local environment (such as water and air quality) and natural resources (such as forests, ecosystem, and biodiversity). In this Note, we refer to "environmentally sustainable" and "greener" infrastructure interchangeably. The Note recognizes that the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities due to different national circumstances applies in the context of the Paris Agreement.

Mitigation refers to a human intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases (IPCC 2014).
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co-benefits, such as improved public health due to better air and water quality, and recovery of biodiversity, forests, oceans and the broader ecosystems.

3. **Environmentally sustainable infrastructure underpins the quality infrastructure investment agenda.** Looking forward, planning for environmentally sustainable infrastructure will be a critical element of the global policy effort to realize the Paris Agreement objectives and achieve the commitments stipulated in Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) at the country level. The post-COVID recovery phase could be key to building the economy of the future and addressing heightening risks such as climate-related risks and natural disasters. The G20 Principles for Promoting Quality Infrastructure Investment reflect the group’s common strategic direction and aspiration for quality infrastructure investment. Environmentally sustainable investment is consistent with Principle 3: Integrating Environmental Considerations in Infrastructure Investments and Principle 4: Building Resilience against Natural Disasters and Other Risks. 5

**Environmentally sustainable public investment promotes employment and creates jobs.**

4. **Resilient and greener investment-led stimulus would raise global employment significantly.** Greener investment can create jobs and be an engine of economic growth, especially in the current context of accommodative monetary policy. A stimulus package, including both a large upfront greener infrastructure investment stimulus and complementary mitigation policy measures, would boost global employment by 12 million jobs on average each year over the next seven years. 6 The environmentally sustainable infrastructure investment itself is estimated to increase the number of jobs by 32 million over the same period. Resilient and greener public investments will also add aggregate demand and employment now when it is most needed. Furthermore, greener infrastructure (e.g. power grid extensions to integrate renewable energy, electric vehicle charging stations) will enable the private sector to adopt new technologies more cost effectively and rapidly.

5. **Environmentally sustainable infrastructure investment creates more jobs than traditional sectors.** Renewable-based electricity generation and energy efficiency improvement investments are more job-intensive than fossil fuel-based electricity generation. Expanding low-carbon sectors, such as renewable energy, retrofitting of buildings, electric car production, and the services sector, are typically more labor intensive than the shrinking high-carbon sectors (such as fossil fuel energy, transportation, heavy manufacturing)—both in the short and long term—and can create many jobs (Figure 1). High-job-intensity greener investments include investments in greener electricity (8 jobs per US$1 million), energy-efficient buildings (2–13 jobs), and greener water and sanitation through efficient agriculture pumps and recycling (6–14 jobs). 7

---

6. **In times of uncertainty such as now, greener public investment boosts confidence and promotes private investment.** According to the IMF Fiscal Monitor October 2020, environmentally sustainable public investments tend to have larger multipliers and higher job impacts during such period of high uncertainty. As many as 20-33 million jobs are expected to be created globally for 1 percent of GDP of public investment in advanced economies and emerging economies. Furthermore, in these periods of high uncertainty, public investments including greener investments tend to have larger multipliers (i.e. the multiplier is above 2 after two years).

![Figure 1. Job Multipliers in Select Energy Sub-Sectors](image)


Unit: (Job-years per gigawatt hour; levelized over lifetime of utility)

Note: Each bar shows the total number of job-years generated per GWh of capacity. This includes both direct and indirect jobs, and barring energy efficiency, exclude induced job-effects (e.g. induced by changing relative prices). The jobs created both in the initial phase of asset creation and in the subsequent operation and maintenance of new capacities are averaged (levelized) over a typical lifespan of a utility. PV = photovoltaic.

**Environmentally sustainable investment needs are large but beneficial in the long term.**

7. **Large investments are needed to fill the infrastructure gap.** A modern and well-functioning infrastructure has a truly transformative impact on the quality of life and economic growth. Low-income developing countries and many emerging market economies have looming infrastructure needs to provide clean water, affordable and reliable electricity, efficient and safe transportation, and reliable telecommunication services. Many advanced economies have aging infrastructures and see urgent needs for their upkeep and modernization. The infrastructure gap is large: global infrastructure investment needs are estimated to be US$94 trillion by 2040—equivalent to 3.5 percent of annual global GDP—based on the current economic trends.\(^8\) To achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), an estimated 8½ percent of GDP would be needed in 2030

---

for infrastructure investments in roads, electricity and water and sanitation in low-income and developing countries (LIDCs), and about 3 percent of GDP in emerging market economies.  

8. **Resilient infrastructure investment pays off as benefits outweigh cost over the lifetime of investments.** While the immediate costs of tackling climate change are relatively high, there is an opportunity now to deploy the next round of fiscal stimulus, including infrastructure investment, to boosts aggregate demand and employment, while promoting environmental sustainability.

- In low-income countries, additional needs for public investment for adapting to climate change and responding to natural disasters amount to about US$25 billion per year (1.1 percent of annual GDP on average). Deep emission cuts to contain global warming to 2°C would require an increase of global energy infrastructure investment by 0.3–0.6 percent of GDP per year on average over the next two decades, with the share of low-carbon energy supply rising from 40 percent in 2020 to 80 percent in 2050.

- But there is a growing evidence that investing in resilient infrastructure pays off over time and improves long-term economic performance of investment, considering significant risks associated with climate change and natural disasters. It is estimated that every US$1 invested in resilient infrastructure in low- and middle-income countries yields US$4 in net benefits. The benefit-cost ratio of investing in resilient infrastructure in these countries ranges from 2:1 to 10:1, with the investments yielding multiple dividends of avoided losses, economic benefits, and social and environmental benefits. Investing in adaptation to climate change is also found to deliver high returns, often exceeding 100 percent (reaching 300 percent for the case of drought resilience and 1,200 percent for storm protection in Sub-Saharan Africa).

9. **The cost of inaction will also be high.** Climate change and natural disasters are having adverse impacts on critical infrastructure around the world. Natural disasters cost about US$18 billion a year in low- and middle-income countries through direct damages on infrastructure assets and impose US$391-US$647 billion economic cost a year through service disruption. At the same time, many existing infrastructures (such as energy and industrial infrastructures, and buildings) are sources of a large amount of greenhouse gas emissions.

---

9 Forthcoming IMF 2021 estimates.


10. While public investment has a key role to play, a large fraction of environmentally sustainable investment will have to come from the private sector. The private sector is also increasingly interested in environmentally sustainable infrastructure investment. In this context, it is key to ensure that correct price signals and other financial incentives are provided by governments to encourage greener and resilient private sector investment. It is also important to address the challenges created by the COVID-19 pandemic for private investment in infrastructure, such as supply chain disruptions and heightened macroeconomic turbulence, especially in developing and emerging markets. Given the scarce public resources relative to the total size of infrastructure investment requirement, key challenges include strategic use of public funds to leverage other greener financing sources and promoting environmentally sustainable practices in the financial sector. This implies a much more coordinated approach to the public and private sides to crowd in all possible financing sources, including efforts to improve regulatory certainty, greener asset class standardization, and resilience indicators to help incentivize private investment.

*Strong public investment management is key to ensure timely and quality public investment in environmentally sustainable projects.*

11. To successfully support the recovery, public investment needs to be timely while maintaining project quality. As part of the economic stimulus, governments often rely on readily appraised and prioritized projects that can be executed immediately. However, countries may not have such projects adequately at hand and thus may not be able to ramp up public investment in time when needed. In this context, the October Fiscal Monitor gave priority to four steps: (i) invest right now on maintenance of existing infrastructure, (ii) review and restart good projects, (iii) create and maintain a pipeline of carefully appraised projects that can be delivered within a couple of years, and (iv) start planning for the new development priorities. These steps will not only help identify good investments that can be kick-started right away, but also prepare economies for the future.

12. The economic and social impact of public investment depend crucially on the efficiency of public investment. On average, over one-third of public investment value is lost due to inefficiencies, and better public investment management—that is strong public sector institutions that effectively plan, allocate, and implement public investment—can reduce losses by more than

---

16 A potential funding source that could help bridge infrastructure gap also includes long-term institutional investors with an estimated total asset under management of over US$80 trillion globally (Swiss Re Institute and Global Infrastructure Facility 2021).

17 Blended finance has emerged as a promising solution to fund climate resilient and low carbon infrastructure investments, through strategic use of public/concessional finance to mitigate investment risks, lower the cost of capital, and catalyze additional private finance that would otherwise not be available on commercial terms. Furthermore, countries need to also build readiness to improve access to international climate finance and markets, while simultaneously making use of financial instruments such as green bonds and insurance mechanisms to support environmentally sustainable investment.

18 Maintenance can be deployed quickly and has great benefits—it preserves substantial economic gains from investing in infrastructure. Prioritizing and restarting active projects would contribute to the timely delivery of a stimulus package. In addition, governments should take into account new development priorities that will lead to economic and social transformations beyond the recovery phase.
half. There is a need to strengthen public investment management (including public sector institutions, skills, and capacity) to achieve better prioritization, more efficient resource allocation, and effective implementation of environmentally sustainable infrastructure projects. According to the results of 60 conducted Public Investment Management Assessment (PIMA)—the IMF's tool to analyze the strength of public investment management practices—countries need to improve their project appraisal and selection capacities as well as maintenance funding which see the lowest scores in the public investment cycle. Strengthening these practices, which are key in kick-starting investment plans would go a long way in creating quality infrastructure.

13. **Integrating climate change perspectives in public investment management would enable countries to better implement environmentally sustainable infrastructure.** In this regard, the IMF is also developing the PIMA Climate change Module (PIMA CC) with a particular focus on the resilience and sustainability aspects—PIMA CC integrates climate change issues into PIMA framework and help strengthen governments' capacity to address risks related to climate and natural disasters in public investment. Countries’ capacity to deliver quality projects in a timely manner are essential if public investment is to boost growth and create jobs in both the short and long term.
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